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Summary 

Describes the UNIDO programme on cleaner industrial production with particular 
emphasis on the joint UNIDO/UNEP programme of National Cleaner Production Centres 
(NCPCs). its cbjec!ives and implementation approach. draws attention to the need for 
worldwide implementation of cleaner production and emphasizes the importance of 
international networking in the promotion of the concept. 
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Jntroduction 

I. Industrialization is a cornerstone of socio-economic progress anj a crucial engine of 
economic growth. especially in developing countries. In the past. the selection of technologies 
and industry components was based mainly on financial considerations with a \'iew to 
maximizing economic 01.!tput and practically little, if no. input as regards environmental issues 
was included in the plarning process. This lack of concern for environmental matters has led 
to seric.us pollution and toxification of our plands elements of air. water and earth 

2 Technologies presently used in developed countries show that industrial de\'elopment 
can be well harmonized with environmental and habitat demands The development of 
appropriate policies and of environmentally friendly technologies. as well as the 
implementation of industrial standards have contributed to this harmonization. Ecologically 
sustainable development implies that financial feasibility is analysed only after taking health. 
safety and environmental concerns into consideration 

3. Although the situation has generally improved. financ:al interests are still often 
overwhelming. especially in developing countries. The challenge faced by deveiop.:d and 
developing countries is to change industrialization patterns by shifting to environmentally 
friendly technologies. reducing end-of-pipe treatments and increasi11g the recycling of 
materials. The reduction of industrial pollution by means of cleaner !Jroduction has been 
identified as the key to ecologically sustainable industrial development This is why cleaner 
industrial production, which improves environmental quality and often enhances profitability. 
can foster economic activity and offer new opportunities to industrialization. New incentives 
and an increase in competitiveness ar~ elements frequently associated with process 
improvements. Those elements are also inherent in ecologically sustainable development and 
demonstrate that environment is not against business b~t creates new possihilities through the 
introduction and enforcement of better technologies and management systems. 

4 In the face of pollution resulting from industrial production. the role of the Umted 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). as a specialized United Nations 
agency, is to provide assistance to developing countries 'o help them achieve an ecologically 
sustainable development of industry Cleaner industrial production 1s an important ek,nent 
of the UNIDO environment programme since 1990 This concept was endorsed by lJNIDO 
Member States in the conclusions and recommendations of the Conference on Ecologically 
Sustainable Industrial Development (ESID). held by UN'.DO in 199 I. and was accepted by 
the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment anc Development ( UNCED) as ~me of 
the primary tools for mdustry to achieve en\'iionmenul improvements while remam111g 
competitive and profitable 
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I. CLEANER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 

5. Cleaner industrial production is an integrated preventive strategy applied to processes 
and products in order to increase efficiency and reduce risks to humans and the environment. 
For production processes. cleaner production includes the efficient use of raw materials. water 
and energy. the elimination of toxic or dangerous materials and the reduction llf emissions and 
wastes at the source. For products. the strategy focuses on reducing negative impacts - by 
appropriate product design - along the entire life cycle of a product. from raw material 
extraction to the ultimate disposal of the product 

6. One of the misconceptions among industries in developing countries has been that 
environmental protection is a cost-incurring activity and cannot be sustained without non
productive cash outlays This notion has often led to weak impiementation of environmental 
strategies and lack of conviction among the implementing authorities However. there 1s 
growing evidence that waste minimization not only helps to reduce pollutant discharge by as 
much as 25 to 50 per cent. but that it also can be a profitable business dec1s1on Cleaner 
industrial production often results in economic improvement to the process. the benefits being 
funher enhanced when the manufacturer has to face pollution charges or the cost of dealing 
with waste through treatment or disposal In addition to :his economic incentive. cleaner 
industrial production is a preferential instrument to meet iegal requirements and avoid 
penaities. or to build a corporate policy to improve the image of the company and to obtain 
public support to industrial development. 

7 Furthermore. cleaner indus!;·ial production requires a shift in thinking away from end
of-pipe treatment of industrial pollutants towards prevention altogether The techniques and 
technologit!s for cleaner production go beyond the technologies for pollution abatement and 
waste disposal they embrace inside-the-factory changes in operating procedurt:s. input 
materials. process technologies. ons1te recycling and even products themselves :\ ne\\ 
generation of technologies and processes is being developed by which the "clean" concept 1s 
approached in the research and development stages and constitutes the future manufacturing 
system. However. until tnis new manufacturing system 1s 111 place. cleaner producti(m applied 
to present manufacturing systems 1s the 1mmed1ate answer to sustainable develorment. ;1s 1t 
will also enl:ai'ce the learning process which will. in turn. speed up the shift to nc\\ 
environmentally sound technologies 

II. ntE NEED FOR A(TION 

8 fk.~ 1~.te tht.' advantages of cleaner industrial production and a growlll\; interest from 
develope<i and developmg countries. there arc some barriers that prevent or make :ts 
\\<orldw1cle 1mplemcntat1on difficult Major bamt!rs to the 1mplemcnta11on of deaner 
production arc lack of knowledge of the appropriate techr.ology. lack of technical expertise 
111 the methodology of procc<;s assessment and d1agnos1s. lack of financial rcsomccs. lack of 
a\\areness and resistance to new ideas Other m<!JOr barriers arc government policies and 
regulations that r"nLus on s111glc-mcd1um pollutant rl•duct1ons and those that offer lllLt:n11·.-e" 
for 111vcst111ent 111 end-of-pipe technologies 



4 Many industrial organizations are aware of the potential benefits of cleaner production 
and are very active in diffusing the concept :\ mo\ement of rnluntary appeal to 
responsibility was started years ago. but in many small- and medium-sized industries. the 
responsible care concept is still far from being satisfactory The implementation of cleaner 
industrial production becomes even more difficult in industries facing capital shortage 
Industries \Vith low capital availability will undertake only those essential projects that 
guarantee the highest rate of return. 

10. In order to promote and widely introduce the concept of cleaner inciustrial production 
in developed and developing countries. action is needed from all actors of society 

Government policies that promote environmental management with an emphasis on 
pollution prevention as the first step in reducing wastes must be encouraged: 

Institutions that can effectively implement cleaner production programmes based on 
process optimization must be supported; 

Demonstration projects that show that the environmental and financial b.!nefits of 
cleaner production are applicable to small and medium-sized enterprises - in 
developing countries and in developed countries - must be implemented: 

Networks must be established for collectmg and disseminating information on cleaner 
technologies and associated aspects of environmental management: 

Experts must be trained to conduct waste minimization audits and to identify cleaner 
produciion opportunities at the subsector level: 

Financial conditions to stimulate innovative solutions for pollution prevention must be 
created. 

For attitudes to change. the public must be made aware of the importance of this issue 

111. llNIDO ACTIVfflF~~ IN CLEANER INDliSTRIAL PRODl1(TION 

11 The need for action m the implementation of cleaner mdustnal production 1s reflected 
m lJNlDO technical cooperation activities at the policy, institutional and enterprise levels as 
well as through support to National Cleaner Production Centres :\t the policy level. UNIDO 
offers the capacity and experienc:! in devising industrial policies and strategics into which 
environmental considerations arc mcorporat•.!d :\t the mstitut1onal level. lJNIDO has 
designed and supported programmes of institutional strengthen mg. comhanmg tcch111cal adnce. 
technical mformat1on. training, study tours and thi: prov1':1on of equipment :\t the enterprise 
level. technical cooperation builds on the expertise of lJ!\IDO 111 the field of waste 
m1111m1zatwn auditing and m the te,hn1cal aspects 0f 111d1v1dual suhscctors as well as on the 
cxten~ivc lihrarv of tech111cal rnformat•r.~ :-if liNIDO In an effort t:l provide ass1stancl! at the 
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policy, institutional Cilld enterprise levels. UNIDO supports National Cleaner Production 
Centres. 

A. Policy level: ecologically sustainable industrial development (FSID) strategies 

12. Existing government policies often encourage the excessive use of resources ~y 
incorrect pricing or subsidies, or they assign prefeience to traditional end-of-;:>ipe pollu~ion 
control over pollution prevention. UNIDO is working with a number cf .:c.untries in the 
preparation of ESID strategies that are aimed at formulating government policies and 
programmes that promote cleaner production as an essential element of sustainable 
development plans. These efforts include reviews of existing industnal, environm~ntal and 
technology policies in order to identify those pc.licy components that discourage cleaner 
production and to formulate alternative, proactive policies that encourage cleaner production. 

An example of l!NIDO actil·ities at the policy level is the /ntema1ional 
Conference on Economic: Growth with Clean Production. which was held 
joint~•· by the Commonwealth Scientific: and Jnd11strial Resean.:h Organization 
and UN/DO at Melbourne. Australia. in February 1994. Re1Jresentati•:es of 
Governments as well as of industry and scientific and tec:hno/ogical 
institutions participated in three days of debate and discussion during which 
prot.·tical approaches to ecologically sustainable industrial del·e/opment were 
identified. Cleaner production issues specific to 12 industries. includmg 
leather. textiles. m ineral-proi:essing. metal-finishing and mining. were discussed 
in detail in separate workshops within the framelrnrk of the Conference. A 
set of JO guiding principles for the achievement of sustainable development 
was drawn up by the Conference. These. the !.f el,'JOume l'rinc:iples. empha'iize. 
as prerequisites to the ac:hiei·ement of m1 ecologically sustainable industrial 
de•:elopment. the imponanc:e of cooperation between <im·emments. industry· 
and research instillltions in both developed and dei·eloping countries. 

B. Institutional level: capacity-building programmes 

13. Capacity-building and transfer of technology are given major attention by UNIDO. 
The expertise accumulated by UNIDO through year" <'f experience is now being introduced 
in a set of guide!ines to be used in p!ant au~its and assessment of cleaner technologies 
availabk Furthermore, lJNIDO recognizes the importance of well-trained, fully equipped 
and well-informed public- and private-sector institutions promoting cleaner industrial 
production and therefore provides institutional support and information about cleaner 
prodm:tion to governmental and non-governmental organizations 

14. For instance. to create permanent awarenes:. and to strengthen human and institutional 
capability to resp'.>nd to ecologically sustainable development issues. lJNIDO has set up a self
learning training course in kit form. Its main component, a manual with distinct learning 
units. covers the need for ecologically sustainable development and its definition; cleaner 
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production: analytical tools for identifying cleaner production opportunities: econonm: 
techniques for cleaner production: the role of Governments in environmental management: 
how to obiain information about cleaner produ..:tion and how to incorporate environmental 
consider.1tions into project design. 

A ctfrities at the institutional level inc!llde .wppon for de,ura pmd11ctim1 
pmgrammes within cm·imnmemal management age1;cies. Among others. 
UN/DO is working on such a pmject with the Central Em·imnment A uthorit_r 
<~f Sri /,anka It is building the capacity c~f the A 11tlwrity to use wastc
reduction measures as the /int step in achieving industrial compliance with 
em·imnmental nom1s. and is also prm·iding seed moneyfmm a n:vofringfund 
for /ow-cost cleaner technologies. l TN/[)0 is staning a similar project u·ith the 
em·ironmental authority of Nepal. 

C. Enternrise level: demonstration programmes 

15 UNIDO supports individual sectors that are interested in introducing cleaner production 
programmes into their activities. Support i11 the transfer of cleaner technology covers, in 
particular, the following indu_•ries: leather and leather products. agro-industries. wood 
products. textiles, chemicals. pharmaceuticals and biotechnology. pulp and paper. metallurgy 
and engineering and machine tools. Specific projects or programmes at the national or regional 
levels are carried out \:1th emphasis on resource efficiency (chemicals. water, energy and raw 
materials). pollution prevention, waste recovery and recycling measures as a primary objective 
and effluent treatment/pollutant treatment as an adjunct measure. Some recently completed 
activities are in the cement sector in Egypt and the cane sugar sector in Mexico A 
demonstration in the metal-finishing sector is currently under way in Pakistan. 

16. UNIDO 1s also committed to ensuring that gender issues are carefully considered in 
the process of shaping the concepts of s11stainable technology Women entrepreneurs in 
small-seal>! industnes a,.e typically using old. inefficient. polluting and unsafe machinery The 
challenges to supplymg women with improved access to cleaner technologies are very similar 
to those of increasing their access to technology in general. UNiDO databanks provide 
businesswomen in the manufacturing sector with information on cleaner production and 
conducts training programmes, workshops and awareness raising campaigns related to cleaner 
production methods. UNIDO projects to improve local environments have a strong 
community focus. to empower local women. and provide th~m with new techniques and 
technclogies. for example in waste management or recycling 

A I the cnlcrprixe h:1·cl. I !NII)() actfritic.\· indudc a 11rojcct in India. 
"/Jcmonstration.~ with Smn/f /nd11strics of Reductions in /'.'missions and Wchfcs" 
(l>FS JR n. c:amed Oii( in c:ooperation II ith the N ationt1! J>rod11ctil' If)' Counnl 
of that co11ntl)'. l!N II JO has .wpponed dcm on.,·trations of the potential of 
w astc minimization in three sectors. agm-hased pulp and paper. pcst11.:idc 
fom111/ation; and tcx tile dyeing and finishing /'he 12 pm11c:ipat111g plants 
im plcmcnted 210 option.,· with an im'<·stmc·nt of ap11mx imal<'~I' SJOO. 000 11 l11d1. 
in tum. rc.wlted in monetary saving~ of .1ppmx1111atlcy SJ mil/um /11 .1he ca.ff 
of the pulp. paper and textile sccfOI'.\'. thch· was a HgmfKant rcd11ct1<111 in the 
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l'o/ume of water used and organic matter discharged into the environment. In 
the cas0 c~f p~sticides fomwlation. there was a significant reduction in toxic 
fugitfre emissions and health hazMds risk. 

In the field of pesticides. a large pen:entage of women. especially in 
developin1{ countries. are involved in the production. handling. transponation 
and actual application of pesticides. {,'NIDO has been implementing a 
comprehensive programme to assist dei·eloping countries in tackling this 
problem through the promotion of clean technologies, low volume. low risk. 
and environmentally friendly pesticides. 

D. National Oeaner Produc:tion Centfts (NCPCsl 

17. As a cost-effective, policy-providing, sustainable capacity-building and demonstration 
effort, UNIDO, in cooperation with the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), has 
launched a new programme to support National Cleaner Production Centres. The Centres are 
meant to play a coordinating and catalytic role in cleaner production by providing technical 
information and advice, stimulation and demonstration of cleaner production techniques and 
technologies as well as training industry and government professionals. The programme will 
build capacity to develop and implement cleaner production strategies at the national level and 
will support NCPCs in approximately 20 countries for five years, after which they will be 
expected to be self-sufficient. 

18. To promote the programme, UNIDO and UNEP are working with industry-oriented 
institutions such as national productivity councils, chambers of commerce, industrial Non
governmental Organizations (NGOs) and technical universities. NCPCs are located at, and 
supported by, existing institutions and are managed by experienced nationals of the countries 
concerned. NCPCs will serve as focal point for cleaner production with the following aims 

Promotion of the cleaner production concept at the policy, institutional 
and enterprise levels; 
Organization of demonstration projects in industrial establishments; 
Conducting audits for industrial emissions and wastes; 
Dissemination of information on cleaner industrial production and facilitation of 
appropriate technology transfer; 
Production of technical publications; 
Training in cl~aner production practices; 
Identification of obstacles, and provision of solutions, to the implementation of cleaner 
industrial production techniques and technologies; 
Collection of information on experience gained by NCPCs for storage in an 
information management system for exchange with other NCPCs and provision to 
programme management for wider distribution. 
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19. During 1995. eight NCPCs were set up in the following countries 

Africa: United Republic of Tanzania and Zimbabwe 
Asia: China and India 
Latin America: Brazil and Mexico 
Central and Eastern Europe: Czech Republic and Slovakia 

20. UNIDOIUNEP support will be provided to the centres for a three-year period and will 
include demonstration projects at selected industrial sectors. training, expertise and services 
of national and international consultants as well as information material on cleaner indust!"ial 
production. 

21. During the biennium 1996-1997, high priority will be given to the expansion of the 
NCPC programme. Based on solicitations received from existing industry-oriented institutions. 
UNIDO/UNEP will preselect the institutions as possible hosts for the establishment of NC PCs. 
Subsec.uentiy, one to three representatives of each potential host institution will attend a one
month training programme in Europe. Finally, l'NIDOIUNEP will jointly select the final 
host institutions for NCPCs. 

One already existing NCPC. the China National Cleaner Production Centre. 
was set up at the Chinese Research Academy for Environmental Science. 
IV AM Environmental Research. Netherlands. was contracted as the co11nterpa11 
institution to assist in training and demonstration activities. The 1.:ore activities 
of the Centre will consist of two industry-sector demonstration projects in the 
non-wood pulp and paper industry (appmximately six participating mills) and 
in breweries (al least two participating enterprises). Additional activities will 
be undenaken to establish an institutional frcunework for the promotion of 
cleaner production in China. including. hut not limited to. establishing regional 
and or industry sector cleaner production training and technical rnoperation 
centres. 

IV. OUTLOOK 

A. International networlang 

22. The potential of promoting cleaner production and implementing successfully the 
concept depends on how well the goals of cleaner industrial production can be reached. 
These goals consist of a three-step process: integration of cleaner production in the industrial 
management systems, followed by demonstration projects and. finally. dissemination of the 
results. The three steps are explicated helow. 

Integration: The primary goal, the integration of cleaner production considerations into all 
aspects of standard industrial practice. is the most sig~ificant indicator of the penetration of 
cleaner production techniques and technologies. Only then will cleaner production become 
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a sustained, continuous effort to reduce the source and pollution intensity of existing as well 
as new processes and products. Taking this criterion into consideration. cieaner production 
pro~rammes have not yet fully met this goal. There has been only limited penetration of the 
preventive approach into standard industrial practices and industrial support institutions. 

Demon~tration: The next step in the promotion of cleaner production is the implementation 
of m-plant demonstrations that exploit the readily available source reduction measures for 
existing processes and products and ihat can inspire a small number of "innovative" 
enterprises to implement similar measures. In-plant demonstration is the best instruraent to 
convince many experts who are sceptical about the potential for changing the entrepreneurial 
culture, particularly in small and medium enterprises in developing countries. 

Dissemination: Once the industrial prod11ction concept has penetrated all aspects of standard 
industrial practice and demonstration rroJects have been carried out to obtain a multiplier 
effect, the results of these efforts have to be disseminated to a large number of plants in the 
industrial sector. The present capai.:ity of information :.,ystems should be used, completed and 
expanded to disseminate the concept. In an effort to contribute to this important issue, 
UNIDO colle~ts information and available expertise on cleaner industrial production 
worldwide, to complete its present information system and to disseminate the information to 
interested institutions, Governments and individuals, especially through the National Cleaner 
Production Centres. 

23. The implementation of the concept therefore calls for the participation of Governments. 
governmental and non-governmental organizations. business, and many other groups as well 
as individuals at !he international. national and local levels. 

24 To reduce wastes. Governments have to change their policies and emphasize pollution 
prevention as a first priority. Intergovernmental organizations should coordinatP- their action 
and promote the concept in their specific fields of activity Non-governmental Organizations. 
in particular technical and environmental institutions. could be important promoters of the 
cleaner production concept at the international, regional and national levels. They have an 
important role to play in diffusing this concept, by putting pressure on policy makers and by 
helping to change attitudes, especially in small and medium enterprises. 

25. Within the United Nations system. UNIDO is the only organization with extensive work 
experience within the manufacturing sector. UNIDO promotes cleaner production to ;,atisfy 
the new demands of society and the needs of developing countries. It can bring to the field 
of cleaner production both its internal cross-seeioral and subsectoral expertise and use its field 
network to monitor and aso;ist demonstration projects and National Cleaner Production Centres 
It contributes to the 1mplementat1on of cleaner production by incorporating applied 
information systems for an effective use of computer technology that promotes safe and 
cleaner industry Finally. UNIDO can draw on its network of experts, both the methodology 
of cleaner production assessments and knowledge of suhsector process options for reducing 
wastes and op11m1zmg the manufacturing processes 
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B A world-wide cleaner indusbial production policy 

26_ Sustainable development is a multidimensional con~ept with a number of interrelated 
aspects including ecological, environmental. economic, technologicaL social. cultural, ethical 
and political dimensions_ A sustainable future of our planet will require shifts in personal 
values, beliefs, attitudes and goals. as well as substantial changes m economic. soc1 . ' and 
political practices_ 

27. Environmental concerns. both at the global and national levels. have attracted the 
attention of the public at large and emerged at the forefront of the international policy agenda 
over the last two decades_ With the adoption of Agenda 21 by UNCED in 1992 and the 
conclusion of several conventions, the world community has a very comprehensive 
international policy statement on the need to attain ecologically sustainable patterns of 
development Agenda 21 has profound implications for industry and industrialization patterns 
as it stresses the need to ensure the protection and conservation of environmental resources 
in the most cost-efficient manner_ 

28. Pollution and toxification of the environment have been identified as a major issue but 
have not yet received a proportionate international respon5e in the form of a convention or 
a legal agreement The Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of 
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal is the single international treaty addressing th~ issue 
of toxic chemicals_ However, it focuses on controlling transboundary movement :ind the 
disposal of hazardous wastes and does not address the need for a global effort related to the 
prevention of pollution and toxification which is left to the parties of the convention At the 
time being, cleaner production - which should be playing this important role - is not 
supported by any specific agreement or convention 

29_ The situation is partly due to varying perceptions of the public of the need for cleaner 
industrial production_ Pollution and toxification of our environment by unsound prod~ct1on 
systems are very often perceived as locd ;ather than global problems The time has come to 
correct this limited perception. The harmf ui impacts from substantial depm:ition of pollutants 
and chemicals have so far been relatively limited because most ecosystems - soils. sediments 
and wetlands - have the capacity to stor-~ and immobilize toxic chemicals for a long period 
of time_ Once the ecosystem reaches its capacity to store pollutants. the unexpected and 
sudden release of chemicals and pollutants will have harmful effects on our ennronm<!nt As 
many sources of water become increasingly polluted and natural soils unusable for agricultural 
cultivation, population migration in search of habitable areas will folio· ..... leadmg to instability. 
at both the national and the intern.:tional levels_ 

JO It i~ expected that world population and per capita income will further increase m the 
future As industrial production is a driving force in the increase of per capita income. eve1y 
attempt has to be made to rcconciie economic growth with ecolog1cally susta111able 
development 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Oeaner industrial production is an immediate need for industiy. 

31. Cleaner i-:roduction represents an immediate and urgent need for industry until a new 
generation of technologies and procesc;es takes over from the present manufacturing systems. 
New technologies will help to introduce environmental concerns at the research and 
dt>velopment stages, but a full package of innovative technologies will not be available for 
several years. 

This preventive approach has not been given enough attention as compared to other 
envirommntal issues. 

32 Meanwhile, cleaner industrial production is the best way to cope with many 
environmental issues. UNIDO experience shows that waste can be easily reduced at the 
source, at no cost, or with a payback period of less than one year. Even those industries that 
have already incorporated end-of-pipe solutions for pollution control have a real interest in 
applying cleaner production. Furthermore, cleaner industrial production can act as a driving 
force in revising the manufacturing system that can enhance the benefits achieved through 
production. 

UNIDO promotes cleaner production through the integration of the concept into management 
systems, demonstration projects and dissemination of results. 

33. Once the principle of waste minimization is integrated into all aspects of standard 
industrial practice, and the implementation of in-plant cleaner production demonstrations and 
the dissemination of their results are achieved. cleaner production will be widely accepted 
as a sustainable and continu:,us effort to reduce industrial production waste. Cleaner 
production represents the most efficient means iri efforts to limit potential damage to the 
environment emanating from today's technologies and, at the same time, to achieve 
sustainability while stimulating industrial development. It i" the role of Governments, 
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations as well as individuals to join efforts 
in the implementation of the concept 

Oeaner industrial production needs adequate financing, especially for small- and medium
sized industries. A global funding system would help to prevent the foreseen social and 
environmental problems resulting from industrial pollution. 

34. After the demonstration has been made of the universal importance of cleaner 
production, the establishment of a funding system similar to the Montreal Protocol on 
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Laye •. or the inclusion of the cleaner production concept 
in a present funding system such as the Global Environment Facility (GEF). is essential. A 
global fund would represent a significant ~cknowledgcment of the res11onsibility for individual 
countries to join in a combined effort for the common good. 




